The fundamental organization of the cerebral cortical circuit is still poorly understood. In particular, it is unclear whether the diverse cell types form modular units that are repeated across the cortex. We discovered that the major cell types in cortical layer 5 form a lattice structure. Distinct types of excitatory and inhibitory neurons form cell type-specific radial clusters termed microcolumns. Microcolumns are present in diverse cortical areas, such as the visual, motor, and language areas, and are organized into periodic hexagonal lattice structures. Individual microcolumns have modular synaptic circuits and exhibit modular neuronal activity, suggesting that each of them functions as an information processing unit. Microcolumn development is suggested to be independent of cell lineage but coordinated by gap junctions. Thus, neurons in cortical layer 5 organize into a brainwide lattice structure of functional microcolumns, suggesting that parallel processing by massively repeated microcolumns underlie diverse cortical functions, such as sensory perception, motor control, and language processing.
Introduction: The hypothesis of repeating cortical modules
The cerebral cortex is composed of various types of excitatory and inhibitory neurons. Each of these cell types possesses specific cellular and molecular properties, synaptic connections, and different functions in information processing. Therefore, the organization of these diverse cell types in the cortical circuit shapes the basic architecture of information processing in the brain.
Despite the critical importance of cortical circuit organization, many basic structural characteristics remain unclear due to the extreme complexity involved. A hypothesis is that a small group of neurons of diverse types constitutes a single unit circuit that is further repeated across the cortex. 1)- 3) This hypothesis is believed to be in accordance with the evolution of the cerebral cortex. Although the surface area of the cortex has changed several thousand times during mammalian evolution, the thickness has changed only by a few times, and the basic six-layer structure has been largely conserved. 4),5) If the cortex is composed of repeating units, the surface area could thus be adaptively changed by adjusting the number of repeats. 6) In addition, although different cortical areas have different functions, the primary classes of neurons and their physiological properties are generally similar among cortical areas. 7) , 8) In addition, individual cortical areas can at least partly carry out the functions of other cortical areas. 9)-11) These observations suggest the possibility that the essential information processing architectures in different cortical areas are similar. 6),12)-15) Thus, the above considerations raise the hypothesis that diverse types of neurons constitute a single basic unit circuit, which is then repeated across different cortical areas. If such a structure does indeed exist, it would suggest that a large number of homologous unit circuits serve to process diverse cortical functions. Accordingly, the unit circuits would be expected to define the basic logic of cortical information processing. Although many theories have been proposed for the hypothesis of repeating circuits, there is currently no consensus. 16)- 21) In the visual cortex of several mammalian species, including cats and monkeys, neurons responding to similar visual stimuli form radial clusters called cortical columns. However, the functions of these cortical columns remain unclear, 16) , 18) and they are unlikely to represent universal unit circuits because they are limited to specific cortical areas of specific mammalian species. Thus, after more than 80 years since the original hypothesis was proposed, the existence of repeating units in the cortex remains unclear. Below we review the repeated cortical structures that have been reported recently by groups including ours. 22)-24)
Layer 5 is composed of repeating modules
If the cerebral cortex does have a repeating structure, certain types of neurons would be expected to form a periodic arrangement. Therefore, we attempted to detect repeating organizations of specific cell types. We analyzed cortical layer 5 because the neuronal types in this layer have been relatively well described. 7) Previous studies have observed that layer 5 neurons that express the transcription repressor id2 form clusters consisting of several cells. 25) We found that id2 expression labels subcerebral projection neurons (SCPNs), 22) which are one of the two major types of excitatory neurons in layer 5. SCPNs are present in layer 5 of diverse cortical areas and extend long axons to the spinal cord, superior colliculus, pons, and other subcortical regions, which constitute the major output pathway from the cerebral cortex. 7) In particular, axons of motor cortical SCPNs form the corticospinal tract.
By examining the SCPN distribution in brain slices, we found that SCPNs form radial clusters (SCPN microcolumns). 22) SCPN microcolumns have a width of 1-2 cells and are several cells in height ( Fig. 1 ). Fourier analysis of the SCPN density revealed that the organization of SCPN microcolumns was periodic. Similar microcolumns of SCPNs have also been reported in the human language area. 23) Next, we conducted three-dimensional analyses to further evaluate the repeating structure in more detail. 24),26) To this end, various cell types in mouse layer 5 were labeled using fluorescent dye injection, antibody staining, and marker gene expression in transgenic mice. After fixation, brain samples were made transparent 27) and scanned using two-photon microscopy. We determined the 3-D coordinates of tens of thousands of SCPNs per hemisphere and found SCPN microcolumns in multiple cortical areas such as the visual, somatosensory, and motor cortices ( Fig. 2a ). Moreover, SCPN microcolumns in different areas had a very similar structure with a width of approximately 1-2 cells and a modular structure characterized by a discrete arrangement ( Fig. 2b ). Furthermore, SCPN microcolumns were observed to have a honeycomb-like hexagonal lattice periodic arrangement along the cortex ( Figs. 2c and 2d ).
The other major type of layer 5 excitatory neurons is cortical/callosal projection neurons (CPNs) projecting to the ipsilateral and contralateral cerebral cortex. These neurons also formed microcolumns (CPN microcolumns), which are interdigitated with SCPN microcolumns. 24) The two major classes of inhibitory neurons, parvalbumin-expressing and somatostatin-expressing cells aligned with SCPN microcolumns, but not with CPN microcolumns. Therefore, all the major cell types in layer 5 organize into cell type-specific microcolumns with lattice structures (Fig. 3 ).
Modular circuit and modular neuronal activity of microcolumns
We next analyzed the neural activity of SCPNs to investigate the function of these microcolumns. 24) SCPNs were labeled with a Ca 2D indicator protein 28) to detect intracellular Ca 2D increases that accompany action potentials. In vivo brain imaging revealed that SCPNs in the same microcolumn exhibit synchronized neuronal activity and thus have similar temporal patterns of activity 24) ( Figs. 4 and 5a ). This synchronous activity was common for SCPN microcolumns in the visual, somatosensory, and motor cortices ( Fig. 4c) .
In order to further characterize information processing in microcolumns, we examined SCPN Or ien tat ion of mi cro co lum ns cal analysis using cortical slices suggested that neurons in the same microcolumn receive synaptic inputs from the same presynaptic neurons (Fig. 5a ). These findings suggested that individual microcolumns process specific information, operating as functional units common across diverse cortical areas (Fig. 5 ).
The development of microcolumns
In the development of the cerebral cortex, excitatory neurons are generated in the deep cortical regions and migrate radially toward the brain surface. Because excitatory neurons that are derived from the same mother cells ("clonally related" neurons) tend to align radially, a hypothesis has been proposed that clonally related neurons form a functional module and constitutes a cortical column. 29) However, the labeling of sister neurons revealed that SCPNs in individual microcolumns are generally not clonally related (Fig. 7) , thus indicating that microcolumns are not clusters of clonally related neurons 22) (Fig. 8a) . Microcolumns are present in the mouse cortex at the latest around 6-7 days after birth (P6-7). 22) At this stage, formation of chemical synapses has been initiated, but they are still infrequent. 30),31) Therefore, we hypothesized that microcolumn neurons have cellular interactions other than chemical synaptic connections, and we examined electrical coupling mediated by gap junctions. We found that at P6-7, SCPNs, and CPNs are specifically coupled to neighboring neurons of the same type 24) (Figs. 8b,  9a, and 9b ). This coupling was found to be biased to radially aligned neurons ( Figs. 8b and 9c ), suggesting that neurons in the same microcolumn are preferentially coupled (Fig. 8b) . This electrical coupling of SCPNs and CPNs disappears by P14 when visual cortical neurons exhibit visual pattern selectivity ( Figs. 8c and 9b) .
These findings indicated that neurons in individual microcolumns are generally not clonally related and are temporarily coupled by gap junctions 22),24) (Fig. 8) . This electrical coupling is present at the stage of cortical circuit formation, suggesting that it is involved in the formation of microcolumn neural circuits.
Implications for cortical computation
The above anatomical studies indicate that in a wide region of the cerebral cortex, layer 5 is composed of repeating microcolumns. The functional modularity revealed by in vivo Ca 2D imaging suggests that each microcolumn functions as an information processing module, thus raising the hypothesis that parallel processing by a large array of microcolumns is responsible for information processing in layer 5. Because microcolumns are present in various different cortical areas, they may serve to process basic computations common to diverse cortical functions, such as sensory processing, motion control, and language processing.
In the brains of blind and deaf individuals, the visual and auditory cortex, respectively, are recruited by other sensory modalities in a compensatory manner. 11) Surgical rerouting of the retinal axons to the auditory pathway generates functional structures similar to visual cortical columns in the auditory cortex, which are suggested to provide visual functions. 9),10) These phenomena are consistent with the idea that information processing in different cortical areas is similar and consists of a columnar architecture. Microcolumns may be the structural elements of such an architecture.
Relationship with other cortical structures and disease
Microcolumns are generally composed of clonally unrelated neurons. 22) On the other hand, clonally related excitatory neurons in mice have been shown to transiently form gap junctions. These gap junctions largely disappear by the end of the first postnatal week, a stage when microcolumn neurons frequently exhibit gap junction coupling. 32) Clonally related excitatory neurons later develop mutual synaptic connections and show similar visual responses. 32)-35) These observations suggested that both clonally related neurons and clonally unrelated microcolumn neurons form their own specific circuits.
The visual cortex of several mammalian species, such as cats and monkeys, has columnar clusters consisting of cells with similar ocular dominance and orientation selectivity termed ocular dominance columns and orientation columns, respectively. The width of ocular dominance columns is approximately several tens of cells, which is much larger than microcolumns. In addition, neurons in neighboring orientation columns in species such as cats and monkeys generally respond to similar orientations, whereas those in adjacent microcolumns in mice generally respond to different orientations (Fig. 6b) . This difference can be explained by assuming that in certain species, including cats and monkeys, microcolumns with similar ocular dominance and orientation selectivity are located close to each other, constituting ocular dominance and orientation columns, respectively. Consistent with this idea, orientation columns have been suggested to have a hexagonal arrangement. 36) Previous studies have suggested that during development, cortical neurons form columnar clusters coupled by gap junctions called "neuronal domains", 37),38) which may be structurally related to microcolumns. Because neuronal domains are not limited to layer 5 but rather span multiple cortical layers, 37),38) other cortical layers may also have neuronal clusters similar to microcolumns. In addition, various modular arrangements have been reported previously for cell bodies, dendrites, and axons of cortical neurons. 3),39)-43) Cell-type-based analyses similar to the present study may reveal microcolumn-like functional organizations among those structures.
Our study revealed that cortical cell types constitute a three-dimensional circuit that is organized at single-cell precision. Structural or functional defects in this precisely organized circuit may lead to deterioration of the brain. Previous studies have reported differences in the columnar arrangement of cortical neurons between individuals with and without diseases, such as autism. 39) Thus, further studies of potential defects in the microcolumn lattice organization may contribute to the characterization of psychiatric and neurological diseases.
Conclusions
Major cell types in cortical layer 5 organize into a hexagonal lattice structure of cell type-specific microcolumns. These microcolumns are present in diverse cortical areas, including the sensory, motor, and language areas. Individual microcolumns have modular synaptic circuits and exhibit modular neuronal activity, suggesting that each functions as an information processing unit. Microcolumns develop from clonally unrelated neurons that are transiently coupled by gap junctions. These observations suggest that parallel processing by massively repeated microcolumns underlie diverse cortical functions, such as sensory perception, motor control, and language processing. 
